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The Strategic Initiative
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Agenda 
• CalWORKs 2.0 – Hallmarks and design  

• Road Testing with County Partners – Lessons learned
– The road test process
– Collaborating with the counties 

• Strategic planning insights 
• Tool selection and incorporation 

– Staff training and skill building 
• Updated messaging 
• Reframing the worker-customer relationship 

– Insights for case flow and customer engagement 
• Learning about the customer and goal setting 
• Intentionality in engagement and service selection 

• Discussion – Q & A 

• What’s next for the strategic initiative
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National Insights and Implications
• Navigating adulthood successfully requires extensive use of 

executive function and self-regulation skills

• These skills play a central role in successful goal achievement, 
including how we:   
Organize and plan
Get things done
Control how we react to things

• Living without enough resources to make ends meet weakens these 
skills 

• We can improve outcomes by accommodating executive skill deficits 
and providing opportunities to build them over time

• CalWORKs customers are parents – success at work and home are 
intricately linked
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Vision and Hallmarks of CalWORKs 2.0 

Goal achievement:  Explicitly 
frame service delivery around 
setting and achieving 
meaningful, realistic goals

Intentional service selection:  
Focus service delivery and 
goals around family strengths 
and needs; use common 
program activities with much 
greater intentionality
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Why is CalWORKs 2.0 Different

• New understanding of the impact of poverty on adult success
– Behavioral insights: Living under conditions of scarcity taxes the attentional 

resources needed to find and maintain work or succeed in school
– “Self-regulation” and “Executive function”: Skills needed to be successful in 

work -- planning, organization, task initiation, persistence -- are weakened 
by exposure to poverty early in life and by ongoing stress, poor nutrition, 
and lack of social connections 

– Recognition that increasingly participants are entering TANF not work 
ready, and putting participants into work-first activities is not sufficient to 
engage clients leading to increased sanctions 

• But: These skills can be learned! 

• And: A fundamental shift in CalWORKs delivery can increasingly 
recognize that we must take into account the entire family and not just 
the participant
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New Tools Developed
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Triage Tool 
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Quality of Life
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CalMAP
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CalMAP
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My Goal Plan
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Goal Achievement Tools:
Thinking More Intentionally with My Roadmap
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Trying It Out

• Participating counties:  Placer, Kings, Humboldt, and 
Fresno

• Staff training on reframing the OCAT, goal setting at 
every level, the new triage tool, and county-level 
resources

• If you haven’t already, view the videos highlighting 
Placer and Kings County's experience trying out the 
tools on the CalWORKs stories page of the new 
website
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Road Test Approach (Example)

6 weeks

Cohort 1

6-10 Clients
each

4-7 staff

ANALYZE
feedback

REVISE
tools/supports

REFINE
the process

ANALYZE
feedback

REVISE
tools/supports

REFINE
the process

6 weeks

Cohort 2

6-10 Clients
each

staff4-7
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Hearing from the counties 
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Collaborating with the counties

• Strategic planning insights 

• Tool selection and incorporation 
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Staff training and skill building 

• Updated messaging 

• Reframing the worker-customer relationship 
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Insights for case flow and customer engagement 

• Learning about the customer and goal setting

• Intentionality in engagement and service selection 
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Questions? 
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What’s next
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Looking ahead 

• Finalizing tools in November and December 

• Training and culture shift to start with directors in 
December, and then deputy directors and program 
managers in January (in-person)

• Facilitated training for frontline staff (webinar series) 

• Supported implementation in stages through county 
clusters with intensive implementation technical 
assistance from team weekly 

• In-person county convening and forum to provide 
feedback and get additional training supports 
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For More Information 

• Natasha Nicolai, Mathematica
– Nnicolai@mathematica-mpr.com

• Noelle Simmons, SF County
– Noelle.simmons@sfgov.org


